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ad stiJnman and elizabeth upper  

Color Prints before Erhard Ratdolt. Engraved Paper 

Instruments in Lazarus Beham’s Buch von der Astronomie  

(Cologne: Nicolaus Götz, c. 1476)

The fifteenth-century origins of color printmaking have largely been 
neglected in both the history of the book and the history of art. After a brief but 
fertile period of research waned around 1910, only a few more incunable color 
prints have come to light. The known corpus consists of some monochrome and 
bi-color printed type, initials and printers’ devices; several monochrome copper 
engravings; and many of the multi-color woodcut illustrations that Erhardt 
Ratdolt (active in Venice c.1474–86 and in Augsburg 1486–1527/8) published 
from the 1480s. This article documents for the first time two incunable engra-
vings that were printed in color to illustrate the so-called Buch von der Astro-
nomie (c. 1476) issued by the innovative printer Nicolaus Götz (active in Cologne 
1474–80). One survives in monochromatic impressions in black and in red and 
the other survives in monochromatic black and various bi-color combinations 
of red and black. They demonstrate that multi-color prints, color-printed 
book illustrations, and color-printed intaglio designs first appeared in an 
 earlier decade than has been realized. By reconstructing the techniques of their 
production, this article offers new insights into both the role of color in early 
printing projects and the combination of intaglio printmaking with typography. 
The findings contribute to current research trends exploring the earliest deve-
lopment and dissemination of color printmaking techniques in the history of  
art, the history of science and the history of the book.

The study of the earliest history of color printmaking is based 
on two well known episodes: the bi-color decorated initials (red letters 
with blue marginal decoration, or vice versa) in the Mainz Psalter (Mainz 
1457, Gw m36179, istc ip01036000)1 and the diagrams, printers’ devices, 
frontispieces and illustrations issued in up to five colors by the workshop 
of Erhard Ratdolt in Venice (1482–86) and Augsburg (1486–1527/28).2 
 Occasional mention is made of monochromatic printing, e.g. of initials, 
decorations and printer’s devices in red and texts in gold, and of isolated 
dead-end experiments (e.g. the Book of St Albans, St. Albans, [not before 
1486], Gw 4932, istc ib01030000). This history is constructed exclusive-
ly from book illustrations that were printed in relief, whether woodcut, 
metalcast or metalcut; academic consensus has long held that the early 
development of color printing in the other category of early modern print-
making, intaglio, began in the sixteenth century (not the fifteenth) and 
in single-sheet prints (not book illustrations).3 However, an approach to 
color printmaking has been identified in intaglio illustrations for a book 
printed in c. 1476, almost a decade before Ratdolt’s famous firsts.
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Lazarus Beham’s Hie fahet an eyn buech von der astronomien (Buch von 
der Astronomie), preceded by Kalendarii duo pro annis 1477–1537 (Cologne: 
Nicolaus Götz, [c. 1476], Gw 3766, istc ib00296700), contains two engrav-
ings of astronomical instruments, a quadrant and a three-layer volvelle. 
They may be the earliest engravings to be an integral part of a typograph-
ically printed book (see Appendix 2).4 The former survives in monochro-
matic red and black impressions, the latter in monochromatic black and 
in combinations of monochromatic red and black. Although they were 
described as the first intaglio book illustrations by Henry Bradshaw in 
1866,5 their color printing is not indicated in the main bibliographical 
sources (including Gw and istc) and they are effectively unknown to art 
historians. Thus, it has not been recognized that the monochromatic red 
impression of the quadrant is among the first color-printed impressions 
of engravings or that the red-and-black impressions of the volvelle are 

The authors would like to thank Roger Gaskell, 
Laura Nuvoloni, and Richard Kremer for their 
generous contributions to this article. The authors 
are grateful to Irene Bischof, Monika Butz, John 
Goldfinch, Emily Gray, Jos van Heel, Ed  Potten, 
Suzanne Karr Schmidt, Cécile Teinturier, and Bet-
tina Wagner for their assistance with the research.
1 It is often said that these bi-color decorated 

initials were an experimental one-off, printed 
only in 1457, but they were used over the next 
four decades. See mayumI Ikeda: The Fust and 
Schöffer Office and the Printing of the Two- 
Coloured Initials in the 1457 Mainz Psalter. In: 
Printing Colour in the HandPress Period: History, 
Techniques, Functions and Receptions, ca. 1400–
1700. Eds. ad stIJnman and elIzabeth uPPer. 
Leiden 2014 (forthcoming).
2 His workshop was most active in the 1480s 

and 1490s, but new evidence suggests that it is-
sued woodcuts in up to three colors through 
the mid-1510s. elIsabeth gIselbrecht and 
elIzabeth uPPer: Glittering Woodcuts and 
Moveable Music: Decoding the Elaborate Print-
ing Techniques, Purpose, and Patronage of the 
Liber selectarum cantionum. In: Senfl Studien I. 
Eds. stefan gasch et. al. Tutzing 2012, pp. 17–
67, esp. pp. 26/7. elIzabeth uPPer: Printing 
Colour in the Age of Dürer: “Chiaroscuro” Wood
cuts of the GermanSpeaking Lands, 1487 – c. 1600. 
Unpublished Phd diss. Cambridge 2013, vol. I, 
pp. 149–151 and vol. III, p. 623.
3 In general, little attention has been given to 

illustrations in incunabula in intaglio (i.e. en-
gravings; etching was used for printmaking only 
from c. 1500). There are, of course, exceptions: 
for bibliographical research, see the references 
given for lazarus beham: Buch von der Astro
nomie. Cologne c. 1476, Istc ib00296700, and 
for art historical research, see PhIlIP hOfer: 
Early Book Illustration in the Intaglio Medium – 
Part I, II. In: The Print Collector’s Quarterly. 21 
(1934), pp. 203–27, 295–316. A renewed interest 
is emerging. ad stIJnman: Etching and Engrav
ing 1400–2000: A History of the Development of 
Manual Intaglio Printmaking Processes. London 
2012, pp. 44/5. emIly gray: The Florentine 

Printed Image: The Origins, Forms and Functions 
of Early Engravings c. 1460–1485. Phd diss. 
 London 2013 (available on www.academia.edu). 
an dreas uhr: Mediale Strategien religiöser 
Druckgraphik des 15. Jahrhunderts. Diss. Phil. 
u Giessen (in progress). Little has been written 
about color printmaking in the late fifteenth and 
early sixteenth century that focuses on relief, but 
interest is also increasing. See, for instance, 
elIzabeth uPPer: Vivid Prints: Colour Print
making and the Transformation of Visual Information 
in Early Modern Germany, 1476 – c. 1600. Leiden 
(in progress). ad stIJnman and elIzabeth 
 uPPer: Mate rials and Techniques of Early Colour 
Printing until c. 1710. In: Printing Colour in the 
HandPress Period (see note 1).
4 On booklets of engravings to which manuscript 

text was added, which survive from as early as 
the 1450s, see ursula weekes: Early Engravers 
and Their Public, 1450–1500. Turnhout 2004, 
pp. 81–5, 88–93 and 101–3. séVerIne lePaPe 
and katherIne rudy: Les origines de l’estampe 
en Europe du Nord, 1400–1700. Paris 2013, 
pp. 119–21. On early owners of books pasting 
 engravings into them as frontispieces in this 
 period, see hOfer (see note 4), p. 208, fig. p. 204. 
His  example is raOul lefèVre: Recuyell of 
the historyes of Troye. Trans. wIllIam caXtOn 
(Ghent c. 1473/74), gw m17449, Istc il00117000; 
the Istc describes the copy in The Huntington l, 
San Marino, as “with engraved frontispiece”. It is 
pasted on to the verso of the flyleaf and is there-
fore not an integral part of the book block, but its 
position in the book could have been shifted in 
conservation.
5 henry bradshaw: Note on a Book Printed 

at Cologne by Götz in 1477, with Two Illustra-
tions Engraved on Copper. In: Cambridge Anti
quarian Society Communications. III (1864–76), 
pp. 237–46; Idem: Collected Papers of Henry 
Bradshaw. Cambridge 1889, pp. 244/5. Hofer was 
aware of them, but he did not mention color-
printed impressions or consider them as illustra-
tions. hOfer (see note 4), pp. 220, 222. See 
 Appendix 2 for a census of 25 incunabula with 
engraved illustrations.
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the earliest known printed images printed in multiple colors of ink. The 
impressions of these instruments are marked by a great variety in the 
 application of color. The early years of the press are characterized by 
 experimentation, especially by printers, but this kind of artistic experi-
mentation is not expected in incunable book illustrations. It is especially 
surprising in scientific diagrams and on the behalf of the printer. This 
 article will present the content of the engravings, copy-specific analyses 
of the different color combinations, information about the press and 
techniques used to print them, and their significance for both historians 
of the book and historians of art. In doing so, it will emphasize the inter-
disciplinary ramifications of this finding in the context of the burgeoning 
academic interest in the early development of color printmaking tech-
niques.6

Illustrations in the Buch von der Astronomie
The Buch von der Astronomie could be described as experimental in many 
respects, as could many of Götz’ publications,7 and the engravings must 
be understood in the context of the making and the compilation of the 
volume. To start with, the collation is irregular, and the number of folia 
per quire ranges from four to ten: ab8 c10 d6 e8 f 4 g 10 h8 i10.8

The book contains a large amount of visual material, which falls into 
five categories of production:
6 The first conference on the subject was or-

ganised by Ad Stijnman and Elizabeth Upper: 
Impressions of Colour: Rediscovering Colour in 
Early Modern Printmaking, c. 1400–1700, Cam-
bridge, Centre for Research in the Arts, Social 
Sciences and Humanities, 8. / 9. 12. 2011.
7 Götz must have been a versatile and inven-

tive man, not just because he trained as a gold-
smith and a lawyer before turning to typography. 
Between his first dated book of 30. 4. 1474 
 (ludOlPhus de saXOnIa: Vita Christi. Cologne 
1474. gw m19194, Istc il00338000) and his last 
dated book of 7. 9. 1480 (Epistolae et Evangelia. 
Cologne, 1480. gw m34047, Istc ie00064100), he 
produced 31 titles in six years. His earliest dated 
publication is the first book with a metalcut as 
printer’s device (see fig. 8), which he occasionally 
used (see note 4). His printer competitors used 
only woodcuts or metal casts for printer’s devices 
for long afterwards. Thus, he was probably the 
first printer to combine copper engraving with 
typography on one sheet in a book and to have 
printed page numbers in books, and he was un-
questionably the first to apply intaglio color 
printing either in red or in a book and to make 
compound bi-colored prints. seVerIn cOrsten: 
Götz, Nikolaus. In: lgb2, vol. 3, supplement 19, 
p. 206. Isabel heItJan: Die Stellung der Buch-
gewerbetreibenden in der Stadt Köln und zu ihrer 
Universität (15. bis 18. Jahrhundert). In: Börsen
blatt für den Deutschen Buch handel (Frankfurter 
Ausgabe). 26 (29. 9. 1970), 78 (Historischer Teil. 
lXXXI), pp. 2117–231. Die  Kölner Büchermarken 
bis Anfang des XVII. Jahrhunderts. Ed. Paul heItz, 

coop. OttO zaretzky. Strasbourg 1898 (Die 
Büchermarken oder Buchdrucker- und Verle ger-
zeichen), pp. XVI–XVII. ad stIJnman and clau-
dIa kleIne-tebbe (coop.): Hochzeit von Bild und 
Buch, Anfänge der Druckgraphik 1420–1515, aus 
den Beständen der Herzog August Bibliothek. 
Wiesbaden 2009 (Wolfenbütteler Hefte. 26), p. 43.
8 Please note that the signatures and foliation 

given for Lazarus Beham, Buch von der Astronomi 
(Cologne, c. 1476) in this article are assigned by 
the authors.
9 renzO baldassO: La stampa dell’ editio 

princeps degli elementi de Euclide (Venezia, 
 Erhard Ratdolt, 1482). In: The Books of Venice. 
Eds. lIsa POn and craIg kallendOrf. Venice, 
New Castle (de / usa) 2009 (Miscellanea Mar-
ciana. 20), pp. 61–100.
10 Until the second Vatican Council of 1962 

changed the day of St. Matthias to 14 May, the 
Roman Catholic Church celebrated it on 24 Feb-
ruary in normal years and 25 February in leap 
years.
11 Surprisingly, full instructions were not cop-

ied along with the instruments. According to 
Richard Kremer, Dartmouth College (nh / usa), 
the volvelle indicates the number of degrees 
(from 0 to 6) that must be added to the mean 
 lunar longitude indicated in the calendrical tables 
to yield the true lunar longitude, and the quad-
rant is used to find unequal or planetary hours 
when given the equal hours. We are grateful to 
him for this information.
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 –  Cast type Small decorated initials printed from cast type are found 
throughout the volume.

 –  Metal strips Numerical tables printed from thin strips of metal, with 
metal type for letters, numbers, and other signs, are also found 
throughout the volume.

 –  Woodcuts Tables of solar and lunar eclipses with woodcut diagrams 
are found on fols. g8r–g10r (fols. 52r –54r; fol. g10v is blank). The white dots 
in the middle of each circle and the circular scratches around the dots 
indicate that the circles were incised in the woodblock with compasses.

 –  Moveable type and woodcuts set into double rings Eight smaller double 
rings, which are close together, encircle the names of some zodiacal 
signs. They were printed from relief matrices with slots for inset type, 
and there are two per page on fols. h1v, h2v, h3v, and h4v (fols. 55v, 56v, 
57v, and 58v ). These smaller double rings come in two versions: in one, 
the two circles are close to each other; in the other, the circles are more 
distant. Another six larger double rings encircle a star and the names 
of other zodiacal signs, sun, and moon. One each is on fols. h5v, h8v, 
i2v, i4r, i6r, and i8r (fols. 59v, 62v, 64v, 66r, 68r, and 70r ). The consistency 
of the dents between impressions indicates that they were all printed 
from the same matrix, although the continuing distortion and irregu-
lar inking makes this difficult to confirm. The lateral and downward 
bumps, distortions, and outward bends of the outer circles of Aries 
(fol. h1v above) and Thaurus (sic, fol. h1v above, see fig. 1) indicate that 
they could not have been printed from woodcuts; compare the rings in 
the woodcut eclipses, which are of a different nature. They cannot be 
termed “metalcuts” because that implies engraving into a metal plate. 
Instead, they seem to be printed from metal strips, possibly set in a 
wooden block or cast in type metal, with slots cut out or reserved for 
inserting type. ( The edges of the slots are visible where they were 
touched in inking, which indicates that the relief was not that high.) 
We might see them as precursors of the matrices with metal strips that 
Ratdolt may have used for his 1482 Euclid.9

 –  Engraved paper instruments Two were printed on separate sheets 
that were also printed typographically (with eclipse tables): a quadrant 
(with no title or instructions on the plate) and a volvelle consisting of a 
base plate and two dials, with the title instrvmentvm veri motvs 
lvne (Instrument for the true motion of the moon) above and the in-
structions adde indem schalt iar an sanct mathias | saltv 
die zwo schiben fvrbas. vf xiii Grad rvcken« (add up, in the 
leap-year on Saint Matthias,10 you will move the two discs 13 degrees 
forward) below. The quadrant is an inaccurate copy of the Instrumentum 
horarum inaequalium and the volvelle of the Instrumentum veri motus 
 lunae, both woodcuts known only in black impressions, in Johann 
Müller of Königsberg (Johannes Regiomontanus), Kalender (Nuremberg 
1472 or 1474; Gw m37472, istc ir00100300).11 The copies similarly 
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 required a piece of thread as a cursor,12 but their deviations from the 
models, which render them unusuable, show that their designer did 
not understand how they worked.13 They were pasted together to form 
one leaf and bound in as fols. g1r and g2v (fols. 45r and 46v ), with two 
conjugate leaves, fols. g9 and g10 (fols. 53 and 54).That the engravings 
and typography were printed on the same sheet is particularly evident 
in the London copy, as part of the base plate of the volvelle on fol. g2v 
is visible on the other side of the fold on its conjugate fol. g9r.

The authors have consulted or received detailed information about all 
ten14 surviving copies of the Buch von der Astronomie (see Appendix 1). Four 
(Cologne, Frankfurt / Main, The Hague, Paris) are fragments and lack 
both engravings. Four (Basel, Berlin, Cambridge, London) have the quad-
rant and the base plate of the volvelle printed in black; the dials are lack-
ing in the Basel and Berlin copies, both are black in the Cambridge copy 
[fig. 3], and the lower dial is black and the upper dial is red in the London 
copy [fig. 4]. Two (Dessau, Munich) have the quadrant and base plate of 
the volvelle in red; the dials in the Dessau copy are lacking while the  dials 
in the Munich copy are both black [fig. 5]. In the case of the volvelle, the 
bi-color printing was both aesthetically pleasing and practical, as it made 
the dials contrast with the base plate, but the combination of colors is 
 inconsistent.

[Fig. 1] 

LazaRUS BeHaM:  

Buch von der Astronomie. 

Cologne [c. 1476]. 

BSB Rar. 314, fol. 55v. 

Aries and Thaurus, showing 

the smaller double rings, 

metal strips with type, 

fol. h1v

[Fig. 2] 

BeHaM: 

Buch von der Astronomie 

(see fig. 1). BSB Rar. 314, 

fol. 62v. Mars, showing 

the larger double rings,  

metal strips with type, 

fol. h8v
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The Engravings
The engraving is precise in both prints, with few deviations from the 
 geometrical design. However, the original design of the quadrant was 
 altered before printing by scraping and polishing the left and lower lines, 
which now look buffed, and by engraving additional lines three degrees 
upwards and to the left. Horizontal and vertical lines intersect at the  exact 
centers of the circle on the base plate and the lower dial, well within  areas 
that were covered in the finished instrument by the lower and upper 
 dials, respectively, to indicate where the thread should be inserted. The 
style is utilitarian, not pictorial, and there are no unnecessary elements 
or decorations. This style would be expected from a manufacturer of 
mathematical and astronomical instruments, engraving in brass or ivory 
rulers, polyhedrons, astrolabes, or the like; the ends of the lines are cut 
square and do not taper, as they tend to do in engravings of imagery, and 
there is no hatching or shading. The manner, which is comparable to 
the kind of line engraving that the Nuremberg mathematician Georg 
Hartmann (1489–1564) used for paper instruments half a century later,15 
points to the involvement of a professional skilled in the engraving of 
 instruments of measurement. Götz’ training as a goldsmith would have 
given him experience with engraving metal, but not necessarily the preci-
sion needed to produce these calculating instruments.

After they were cut, the plates were put in place for printing. The 
obliquely printed edges of the plate of the quadrant can be discerned 
 because they are lightly impressed in the paper and because there is plate 
tone (a film of ink left on the plate after cleaning its surface, which shows 
as a lightly printed area on the sheet; here, it appears grey from black 
ink and pink from red ink) on most of the plate or, in some impressions, 
on the entire surface of the plate. It was rectangular and positioned 
12 Intact fifteenth- and sixteenth-century paper 

instruments are rare, especially with original fas-
tenings. The quadrant in the Cambridge copy has 
a blue thread for calculating the hours; the rest 
have holes in the lower lefthand corner of the 
quadrant that continue through to the volvelle. 
In the volvelle, the red thread of the Munich copy, 
the dark blue thread of the Cambridge copy, and 
the grey thread of the London copy may be mod-
ern replacements; the dials of the Berlin copy are 
facsimiles of those in the Munich copy. In the 
copies that lack the thread and dials, a pinhole in 
the centre of the circle on the base plate continues 
through to the quadrant.
13 According to Richard Kremer, the manu-

script additions to the Munich copy are more ac-
curate than the engraved lines because the 
curved lines in the engraved quadrant differ from 
those in Regiomontanus’ original woodcut for no 
apparent reason: “20-minute and 4-minute inter-
vals are marked on the outer circle, running from 
at 0 at the top to 8:32 at the bottom. The value of 
8:32 nearly matches the maximum value in Regi-
omontanus’ table of half-day lengths (8:34). The 
engraver of these instruments apparently decided 

to make the ends symmetrical, so he began with 
0:08 at the top and ran to 8:52 at the bottom. 
This value would have been justified if he were 
matching a table of half-day lengths that went to 
higher geographical latitudes than Regiomontanus, 
but Götz’ edition does not contain a table of half-
day lengths. This suggests that he did not under-
stand the quadrant, which cannot be used with-
out an accompanying table of half-day lengths.” 
We are grateful to him for this information.
14 One copy (in Dessau) is described in gw but 

not in Istc. The copies in Frankfurt / Main, Lon-
don and The Hague may originally have formed 
one volume, as indicated by their continuous fo-
liation (1–26, 27–54, 55–71).
15 suzanne karr schmIdt: Georg Hartmann 

and the Development of Printed Instruments in 
Nuremberg. In: IbId: Prints and the Pursuit of 
Knowledge in Early Modern Europe. Cambridge 
(ma / usa) 2011, pp. 268–315. For depictions of 59 
paper instruments by Georg Hartmann from the 
1520s to the 1540s, search “Georg Hartmann” in 
the Vkk (www.virtuelles-kupferstichkabinett.de) 
[30. 9. 2013]. See also mIchael bury: The Print in 
Italy 1550–1620. London 2001, pp. 37/8, figs. 20/1.
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with the shorter sides printed at an angle of about 45° to the length of 
the sheet, with one shorter side pointing to the lower right corner and 
the other shorter side impressed in the upper half of the conjugate folio, 
fol. g10v. In contrast, the metal plate used to print the base plate of 
the volvelle had irregular edges. Its edges are slightly different in every 
 im pression, depending on the amount of ink left behind after wiping (the 
printer’s expression for cleaning excess ink off the plate). Apparently, 
the base plate was  engraved into a leftover piece of copper or brass and no 
trouble was taken to cut the edges straight, as is typical of early intaglio 
printmaking.16 

The strong plate tone on and immediately around the engraved areas 
indicates that the printer inked the complete surface of the copper plate, 
filling the engraved grooves. Then he wiped the plate with a rag in such 
a way that the ink stayed in the grooves and a very thin layer of ink 
 remained on the blank part of the surface outside of the image. This is 
 typical for rubbing; pressure applied by hand to the sheet is insufficient 
to force it deep enough into the grooves engraved into the plate, so the 
grooves must be filled up to their edges with ink. With a roller press, the 
higher pressure forces the sheet so deep into the groves that the plate’s 
surface can be wiped clean, thereby removing more ink from the grooves.

The wiping pattern is evident because the streaks left by the rag print-
ed sharply. It is similar in the surviving impressions in both red and black. 
For example, in impressions of the quadrant, the ink at the bottom was 
wiped clean with a rag, but only at a safe distance from the engraved area 
(i.e. the bottom line of the instrument). This was presumably to avoid 
 removing any ink from the grooves, and it left stronger plate tone around 
the  engraved area. The wiping touched the right lower corner and the left 
upper corner in the Cambridge and Munich impressions. The Cambridge 
impression shows heavier plate tone, but the black ink could have had 
a different and possibly more viscous constitution than the red ink in 
the Munich copy; a less viscous ink is easier to wipe off. The fact that it 
is  possible to recognize a personal hand of wiping indicates that the red 
and black impressions were printed by the same person within a short 
period of time, which suggests that the color impressions are contempo-
rary with the black ones.

After wiping, the paper was positioned on top of the inked plates and 
covered with fabric and / or parchment. According to the earliest descrip-
tion of the intaglio printing process (which was written in Gaeta, north-
west of Naples, around 1570 but contains recipes from before 1520 and 
likely derives from an earlier source), the (dampened) paper would be 
 covered with folded serge and with a sheet of parchment on top, and a 
polishing tool would then be rubbed over the parchment in order to force 
16 stIJnman 2012 (see note 3), p. 141.
17 Venice, b Marciana, Ms. It. III.10, fol. 157v–158r, 

recipe no [330]. fabIO frezzatO and claudIO 
seccarOnI: Segreti d’arti diverse nel regno di Na

poli. Il manoscritto It. III.10 della Biblioteca Mar
ciana di Venezia. Saonara (Pd) 2010, p. 152, no 330.
18 On printing engravings by rubbing in the 

15th century, see stIJnman 2012 note, pp. 37/8.
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the paper into the grooves to make the impression.17 The grid-like pattern 
in the plate tone in the black impressions clearly shows the structure of 
this coarsely woven fabric [fig. 3]. It is not visible in the red impressions, 
possibly because the red ink was not contrasting enough to leave a clear 
impression of the felt’s structure or because the rubbing was carried out 
onto parchment that was placed directly onto the paper, i.e. without 
 fabric between paper and parchment.

Although all impressions show strong plate tone within and around 
the images, as the plates were wiped clean only at a safe distance from the 
engraved lines, many manques (unprinted white dots within the printed 
lines that result from inadequate pressure) can be observed. The combi-
nation means that excess ink was left on the surface of the plate to ensure 
that the engraved lines would print completely, as explained above, but 
they did not. This could only be because the pressure of the printing was 
insufficient to force the paper far enough into the grooves to contact the 
ink, so it also suggests that the plate was printed by manually rubbing the 
verso of the paper with a polishing tool instead of running it through a 
roller press.18 That conjecture may be supported by the pattern of wiping: 
did the printer limit his rubbing to the engraved area of the plate? If so, it 
would explain why the plate tone on several impressions fades towards 
the fold on both the quadrant and the base plate of the volvelle, and also 

[Fig. 3]  

BeHaM: Buch von der 

Astronomie (see fig. 1). 

Cambridge UL, 

Inc. 5.a.4.9[514], fol. 45r  

and 46v. Quadrant  

and volvelle, engraving,  

printed in black ink,  

fols. g1r and g2v
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why the printing and the plate marks are irregular, or even not present. 
Because rubbing is tiresome, rubbed impressions can be irregular, and 
Götz had little control over the process (as the inconsistency of the 
 impressions of the paper instruments shows), it may be unsurprising 
that he did not illustrate any other books with engravings, as far as we 
know. Printing by press would have given more homogeneous results 
that were better suited for a commercial product.19 

But Götz may not have had an option. It is clear that he had a book 
printing press in his workshop, but it is unlikely that he also kept a roller 
press. The roller press had been introduced for intaglio printing only ten 
years earlier (in the Upper Rhine region, possibly in the studio of Master 
ES, not far from Götz’ hometown of Sélestat),20 but it would not become 
commonly used until the 1480s, when more than twenty professional 
German engravers were active.21 Götz apparently printed the plates by 
rubbing and achieved poor results. Because the folia with the engraved 
instruments (fols. g1r and g2v ) are conjugate with folia printed with move-
able type (fols. g9 and g10), these leaves were printed in two manners: in 
intaglio for the engravings and typographically for the respective bifolia. 
This combination is not attested before the last quarter of the fifteenth 
century, and it is unusual for this period (see Appendix 2). Götz’ innova-
tive method underlines that he was working at the very beginning of 
the integration of engravings into books.22 Although he may have been 

[Fig. 4]  

BeHaM:  

Buch von der Astronomie 

(see fig. 1). BSB Rar. 314, 

fol. 45r and 46v.  

Quadrant and volvelle, 

engraving, printed in red 

and black ink, with 

manuscript additions in pen 

and browned iron gall 

writing ink, fols. g1r and g2v
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attempting to follow the ways in which woodcut book illustrations were 
incorporated into the printed book – and he certainly copied the way that 
instruments were part of the 1474 (1472?) edition of Regiomontanus’ text 

– his idea was original. In some ways, it is similar to the integration of 
 engraved book illustrations in Colard Mansion’s edition of Giovanni 
 Boccaccio, De casibus virorum illustrium (De la Ruine des Nobles hommes et 
femmes), which is more securely dated to 1476 (see Appendix 2, no 2), and 
the way that Italian books were illustrated with engravings immediately 
afterwards in 1477–79 (Appendix 2, nos. 3–6). Although these books were 
issued in Italy, their organizers (e.g. Nicolaus Laurentii, Arnold Buckinck, 
and Konrad Sweynheym) – and their tools23 – were German.

The order of impressions cannot be ascertained from the surviving 
copies, but one revealing imperfection in the Munich copy is the slightly 
darker tone to the red ciphers and the extending lines along the inner 
curve of the quadrant. This is printing ink; they were not traced in pen 
and ink. Under magnification, remainders of black are visible at the sides 
of the red lines. The black must have been left over from a previous 
 impression. This indicates that the plate was printed in black first and 
then cleaned, but not thoroughly. Shortly afterwards, before the black ink 
had a chance to dry and harden completely, the plates were inked in 
red and printed. The first impressions thus showed remainders of the 
black ink, which would have disappeared after a few print runs.

Despite the apparent inoperability of the quadrant (see above), the 
corrections, additions, and stains indicate that the instruments were 
used. A former owner of the Munich copy improved them by filling in the 
manques, reinforcing poorly printed lines, correcting text and the instru-
ments, and inscribing additional information in pen and iron gall writing 
ink. The writing ink was originally black, but it is now difficult to discern 
because it has faded to a brown that is similar in tone to the red printing 
ink [fig. 4]. Because the author of the manuscript lines was knowledgea-
ble about astronomical calculations but not an experienced draughtsman, 
we may presume that he was not the same person as the engraver of the 
instruments, who would have had the skills and the tools for making ex-
act straight and curved lines but who lacked key astrological information.
19 A parallel may be drawn with an edition of 

Dante’s Divina Comedia issued by Nicolaus Lauren-
 tii in 1481 (see Appendix 2, no 8). The earlier stanze 
were illustrated with engravings that were printed 
by rubbing within the area printed with text, but the 
poor quality of the rubbing probably resulted in 
many losses. For the next group of stanze, he print-
ed the plates on separate sheets that were pasted 
in. By the time he came to print the later stanze, 
he had given up on illustrations. See stIJnman 
2012 (see note 3), p. 44. Like Götz, Nicolaus Lau-
rentii did not print his engraved illustrations by 
press but by rubbing, although the roller press had 
been introduced in Italy some ten years earlier.
20 On the introduction of the roller press 

for intaglio printing, see stIJnman 2012 (see 

note 3), pp. 38–40. 21 stIJnman 2012 (see 
note 3), pp. 410/1.
22 Plans for Ambrogio Leone’s book of 1514 

called for it to be produced in the same way, leav-
ing pages blank so that engraved illustrations 
could be printed on them. However, the printer 
changed his approach and printed the engravings 
on separate sheets that were either bound with 
the text quires or cut out and pasted onto the 
blank pages. ambrOgIO leOne nOlanus: De 
Nola opusculum distinctum, plenum, clarum, doctum, 
pulcrum, verum, grave, varium et utile. Venice 1514.
23 On the northern European origin of these en-

gravers and their tools, see sean rOberts: Fran-
cesco Rosselli and Berlinghieri’s Geographia Re- 
Examined. In: Print Quarterly. 28 (2011) 1, pp. 4–14.
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Other books with engravings printed as an integral part of the book 
appeared in the same year and shortly afterwards. Colard Mansion’s 1476 
edition of Boccaccio, De casibus virorum illustrium (De la Ruine des Nobles 
hommes et femmes) (Appendix 2, no 2), has engravings and letterpress 
printed on bifolia in some copies and engravings pasted in on others.24 In 
the next year, Nicolaus Laurentii (Nicolo Todescho)’s edition of Antonio 
(Bettini) da Siena, Monte santo di Dio (Florence 1477) (Appendix 2, no 3), 
had engravings usually printed on the same page as letterpress but some-
times pasted in.25 It is striking that books with engraved illustrations 
were realized in Bruges and Florence immediately after Götz published 
his engraved instruments. Did three people have the same idea inde-
pendently, or did Götz’s working method for the instruments influence 
book producers around Europe extraordinarily quickly? In either case, 
since three printers in three countries undertook the same kind of exper-
iment at roughly the same time, Götz’ engravings must be understood 
in their international context of production and not as an extravagance 
with only a local importance.

Rethinking the Emergence of Intaglio Color Printing
In that broader context, the engravings revise our understanding of 
the early history of color printmaking in intaglio and challenge the estab-
lished narrative for the earliest development of color printmaking in 
 general. The earliest known non-black engraving, Master es, Madonna 
and Child in a Garden (Upper Rhine, c. 1465–67; Lehrs 2, 130, 70), is print-
ed with white ink on black prepared paper [fig. 6].26 In Northern Europe, 
the few color impressions of single-sheet early modern intaglio prints are 
 often datable as late or posthumous – for instance, red impressions of 
prints designed by Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden – and color 
24 We have not been able to study copies of 

this publication and thus cannot state whether 
the engraved illustrations were printed manually 
or by roller press.
25 See also Appendix 2 for a list of incunabula 

illustrated with engravings.
26 maX lehrs: Geschichte und kritischer Ka

talog des deutschen, niederländischen und franzö
sischen Kupferstichs im XV. Jahrhunderts. Wien 
1908–34. Reprint New York 1973 vol. 1, pp. 55/6 
and vol. 2, 130/1 no 70.
27 stIJnman 2012 (see note 3), pp. 346/7, 

353–5.
28 For instance, some engravings by Andrea 

Mantegna (1431–1506) survive in blue, green, or 
brown impressions, and some later Italian en-
gravings survive in blue, green, or red impres-
sions. However, all are single-leaf prints.
29 On niello proofs printed in blue, see andré 

blum: Les Nielles du quattrocento. Paris 1950, 
nos. 60, 69, 92, 111, 120, and 160. For a discus-
sion of [fig. 7], see suzanne karr schmIdt: A 
New Otto Print. In: Print Quarterly. 25 (June 
2008) 2, pp. 162–6.
30 ambrOgIO leOne’s book (see note 22) 

contains four engravings by Girolamo Mocetto 
(c. 1458 – c. 1531), of which half are printed in 
black and half in red or blue (now partially green), 
depending on the copy; for photographs, search 
Vkk (see note 15) for “Girolamo Mocetto”. ruth 
mOrtImer (comp.): Harvard College Library 
 Department of Printing and Graphic Arts Catalogue 
of Books and Manuscripts. Part II: Italian 16th Cen-
tury Books. Cambridge (ma / usa) 1974, pp. 371–3.
31 In the Dessau copy, the quadrant and the 

base plate of the volvelle are printed in red, and 
the two dials are missing. Perhaps it looked like 
the one in Munich, with the dials printed in 
black, or perhaps one or both dials were printed 
in red. Similarly, only the black base plate of the 
volvelle in the Basel copy remains. Its upper dials 
may also have been printed in black or red; other 
copies with a black base plate survive with the 
top two dials printed in red (London) and black 
(Cambridge). The variety may be an indication 
that Götz’ approach for color printing was more 
experimental than efficient.
32 arthur m. hInd: A History of Engraving 

& Etching, From the 15th Century to the Year 1914. 
London 1923. Reprint New York 1963, p. 305.
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 intaglio book illustrations from before the eighteenth century have only 
recently been brought to attention.27 In Italy, single-leaf color intaglio 
prints appeared infrequently but more or less regularly from the 1470s.28 
Copper engravings were first produced in Italy c. 1460, and a number of 
the earliest Italian engravings, c. 1460–90, are known in blue impressions 
that are undated and could be contemporary or later restrikes [fig. 7].29 
The first known Italian engraved book illustrations printed in color (either 
blue or red) are found in Ambrogio Leone’s publication on his home town 
Nola of 1514.30 Because the color impressions of the engravings in the 
Buch von der Astronomie are contemporaneous with the book, they seem 
to be the second known engravings printed in any color other than black 
in the German-speaking lands, the first known engravings printed in red 
in Europe, and the first known engraved book illustrations printed in any 
color other than black in Europe.

It is equally important that, in at least two copies of Götz’ publication, 
the volvelle is bi-color (black and red).31 Current scholarly consensus 
holds that multi-color intaglio printing began in Italy in the first half of 
the sixteenth century and followed in Germany only in the second half of 
the century. The red-and-black volvelles may not be considered color 
prints in some definitions of the term because the three monochromatic 
elements are stacked and joined by a thread, not printed on one sheet.32 

[Fig. 5] 

BeHaM: Buch von der 

Astronomie (see fig. 1). 

BL ia .3810, fols. 45r and 46v. 

Quadrant and volvelle, 

engraving, printed in red 

and black ink, 

fols. g1r and g2v
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However, each monochromatic layer is just one incomplete part of the 
whole; they were deliberately combined in order to create a single com-
posite print. The instrument is the earliest attempt – and a very conscious 
one – at combining two colors of printing ink in one image, whether relief 
or intaglio, in Europe. It predates the well known red and black diagrams 
of eclipses printed by Erhard Ratdolt in his 1482 edition of Regiomonta-
nus’ Kalendarium (Gw m37456, istc ir00094000) by six years.

The color printing of the volvelle is unique in its time. A variety of mul-
tiple-color printing techniques emerged after Götz’ publication,33 some-
times in combination with other ways of incorporating color into the 
 production of prints (e.g. printing on a colored support, whether paper, 
fabric, or leather). Additionally, the combination of various printed (or 
drawn) elements to create one coherent object is attested in and after the 
fifteenth century in paper instruments with movable elements, including 
volvelles.34 However, no other early modern color composite prints are 
known; all other known fifteenth-century composite prints are fully in 
black ink, and all other known fifteenth-century multiple-color prints 
 involved adjacent or superimposed areas of colors on one sheet. Götz’ 
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manner could therefore be termed a “compound color print.” Multi-color 
intaglio printing at this initial stage of the development of the printing 
trade is unknown otherwise, and it was not until the nineteenth century 
that color-printed elements were commonly combined in this way.35

Dating the Book
The two astronomical instruments in the Buch von der Astronomie reshape 
our understanding of many of the key stages in the early development of 
printing, but the book’s context of production is equally significant. Gotz’ 
innovation becomes all the more significant when understood as one of 
several parallel but independent developments in book production that 
were taking place across Europe.

It is undated and has no colophon, but it is catalogued as the first book 
printed with engravings as c. 1476 and Bradshaw believed it was printed 
in 1477.36 Its terminus post quem is relatively straightforward; it followed 
the 1474 (1472?) edition of Regiomontanus’ Kalendarium37 and was pre-
sumably published soon afterwards. Because it would have been meant 
for immediate and future use (not for calculating historical astronomical 
data) and the earliest dates mentioned in the text are 1474, 1475, and 
1477, perhaps a case could be made for a terminus ante quem earlier than 
1476 – possibly even 1474. If printed before 1476, it may actually be 
Götz’ first known publication (see note 7). The experimental nature of 
the printing, including the metal rings printed in relief and the color print-
ing, also suggests a very early date because Götz settled on more standard 
working methods soon afterwards.

Remember that Götz was an innovative printer / publisher. For in-
stance, in 1474, he was the first to mark his publications with a printer’s 
device in metalcut (Ludolphus de Saxonia, Vita Christi, Gw m19194, istc 
il00338000, fig. 8) (see note 7),38 and rings that decorate the text of the 
Buch von der Astronomie demonstrate that he used woodcut as well as 
 alternative media. As far as is known, the paper instruments were his first 
and only attempts at printing in intaglio (assuming that he printed the 
plates himself ). Like many other printers of his time, he was exploring the 
capabilities of a relatively new technology.
33 stIJnman 2014 (see note 3).
34 suzanne karr schmIdt and kImberly 

nIchOls: Altered and Adorned: Using Renaissance 
Prints in Daily Life. Chicago etc. 2011, pp. 72–91.
35 More color-printed astronomical diagrams 

were produced in the following period. For in-
stance, the German engraver Georg Brentel (before 
1580–1638) issued about twenty paper instru-
ments, both engraved and woodcut, and a number 
of the engraved instruments were printed in 
monochrome red-brown or black ink. suzanne 
karr schmIdt: Georg Brentel the Younger. In: 
Prints and the Pursuit of Knowledge in Early Mod
ern Europe. Ed. susan dackerman. Cambridge 
(ma / usa; etc.) 2011, pp. 300–3. For early modern 
bi-color impressions from composite plates, other-

wise called jigsaw plates, see stIJnman 2012 
(see note 3), pp. 354/5.
36 bradshaw (see note 5), p. 244.
37 Istc: “The calendrical material consists of 

Cisioianus in Latin, a Tabula planetarum retro-
gradationum 1477–1526, and Johannes Regio-
montanus, Kalendarium in German”.
38 Götz used his metalcut printer’s device later 

in werner rOlewInck: Fasciculus temporum. 
Cologne 1478 (gw m38684, Istc ir00258000). For 
images, search Vkk (see note 15) for »Drucker-
marke von Nikolaus Götz«.

[Fig. 6] 

MaSteR eS:  Madonna 

and Child in a Garden, 

c. 1465–67, engraving, 

printed with white ink on 

blackcoated paper, 

10,6 cm in diameter. 

National Gallery of Art, 

Washington / DC,  

New Century Fund, 

1999.27

[Fig. 7] 

Design for a silver dish  

or deckel, c. 1475, engraving, 

printed in blue ink, 

23,6 cm in diameter. 

HaB, 15 Astron. 2o, fol. 1lv
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Importance of the Engravings
To summarize, close observation of Götz’ engraved paper instruments 
and comparison to contemporary book illustrations reveals a number of 
experiments that are indicative of early developments with the press 
(both for book and print production) across Europe.

Firstly, the historiography of the engraved instruments in the Buch von 
der Astronomie follows a pattern that has limited the understanding of 
early book illustrations and the early development of color printmaking 
in both the history of books and the history of art. One important point 
is that their publication in bibliographical catalogues did not cross over 
to the art historical literature, even though they are among the very first, if 
not the first, book illustrations printed from engraved brass or copper 
plates. An equally important point is that all published catalogues and 
online databases – both bibliographical and art historical – omit the color 
printing.39 This may be due to a bias against color in the graphic arts or 
to the consideration that the color of the impression was unimportant.40 
The absence of cataloguing standards for recording color printing points 
to the needs for a descriptive vocabulary for (painted and printed) color 
in the graphic arts and for copy-specific research, which can be facilitated 
by the digitization of collections. The reception of these engravings has 
been shaped by the notoriously poor communication between the history 
of art and the history of the book and the invisibility of color in records 
and catalogue entries that describe them are characteristic, not excep-
tional. These issues have limited the understanding of the early develop-
ment of book illustrations and color printmaking in both fields.

Secondly, the engravings were printed in intaglio on the same sheets 
as typographic text. They form an organic, integral part of a printed book. 
Together with Mansion’s De la Ruine des Nobles hommes et femmes, it is 
the first occurrence of a combination of intaglio and typographic printing 
on one sheet.41 Heavy plate tone in combination with manques is found 
throughout the impressions of these engravings, which means that the 
printer of the plates was not well acquainted with the intaglio printing 
process and struggled to make proper impressions. It may be telling 
that, after this sole experiment, Götz left it to others to develop intaglio 
printed book illustrations. Colard Mansion also used it in only one publi-
cation, and Nicolaus Laurentii struggled through the production of two 
books with engravings printed within the text (Appendix 2, nos. 3 and 9) 
before he decided to follow the example of the two earlier Ptolemies 
39 To date, the only published major study 

that encompasses the field of early color printing 
across the history of art and the history of the 
book is rObert m. burch: Colour Printing and 
Colour Printers. London and New York 1910. Reprint 
Edinburgh 1983. Recent scholarship is attempting 
to bridge this gap; see, for instance, stIJnman 
2012 (see note 3) and uPPer (see note 3).
40 gIselbrecht and uPPer (see note 2), 

pp. 20–4.

41 Earlier engravings that form an integral part 
of a manuscript (i.e., that are bound in rather 
than pasted in) are known. On booklets of en-
gravings from the 1450s to which manuscript text 
was added, see lePaPe (see note 4), pp. 119–21. 
weekes (see note 4), 81–5, 88–93 and 101–3.
42 uPPer (see note 3).
43 stIJnman 2012 (see note 3), pp. 45 and 341.
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 (Appendix 2, nos. 4 and 5) by using engraved maps, printing the plates 
on separate sheets and binding them with the text of his Ptolemy (Appen-
dix 2, no 13).

Thirdly, Götz’ approach to incorporating engravings into printed 
books was not a one-off. Instead, it was concurrent with at least two 
 others across Europe and is an expression of the widespread experimen-
tation with book production at this moment. His project, together with 
the 24 other incunabula illustrated with engravings, also raises the 
 question of the involvement of incunable book printers with early intaglio 
prints. However, further research would be outside the scope of this 
 paper.

Fourthly, both instruments are straightforward copies of two of the 
 instruments in Regiomontanus’ Kalender, which were also copied in 
many other publications. They appear to be the first known paper instru-
ments printed from engraved plates; engravings with images and texts 
printed from the same plate before 1476 are known only with Christian 
imagery and mottos. The basic designs of both instruments show that 
someone experienced in the production of calculating instruments 
 engraved the plates. The mistakes and the manuscript additions with 
black (now brown) iron gall ink do not contradict this conclusion. The 
fact that the quadrant was so flawed that it was unusable did not stop 
one owner of the copy now in Munich from attempting to correct it, 
 presumably after the original as printed by Ratdolt.

Finally, and possibly most significantly, the engravings represent the 
earliest known examples of the use of red ink for intaglio printing, and 
the volvelle can be considered the first multi-color printed image in 
the West. Even though (modern) standard terminological schemes 
would exclude it from the category of “color print” because it is a com-
posite object made of rubbed monochromatic prints, it is the earliest 
 example of an image conceived of as being printed in multiple colors. 
Contrary to the accepted narrative, the early development of color print-
making seems to have involved intaglio and not just relief printmaking 
in the workshops of book printers. Book printers printed intaglio plates 
without the cooperation of professional plate printers, either because 
they were not available or because book printers thought they would 
be able to undertake the intaglio printing themselves. According to the 
literature, color printing began with multi-color relief prints issued in 
Venice and Augsburg in the 1480s, but Götz’ instruments show that 
 multi-color printed images were produced in the decade before.42 Little 
to nothing is known about German engravings printed in non-black 
 monochrome between the example by Master es and the early sixteenth 
century, but our findings support the thesis that monochrome intaglio 
printing could also have been continuous in Germany.43

[Fig. 8] 

Printer’s device of Nicolaus 

Götz, metalcut, 7 × 4,5 cm. 

In: LUDOLpHUS De 

SaXOnia: Vita Christi. 

Cologne 1474. gw M19194, 

iStC il00338000. 

HaB, e  182.b 2o Helmst., 

colophon at the back
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44 See note 15.
45 ernst VOullIéme: Der Buchdruck Kölns 

bis zum Ende des fünfzehnten Jahrhunderts. Bonn 
1903 (Gesellschaft für Rheinische Geschichts-
kunde. XXIV), p. 98, no 225.
46 J. c. t. Oates: A Catalogue of the Fifteenth 

century Printed Books in the University Library. 
Cambridge 1958, no 596.
47 According to Irene Bischoff, uusb Cologne, 

the paper instruments were torn out of the Co-
logne copy. We would like to thank her for this 
information.
48 kurt Ohly and Vera sack: Inkunabel

katalog der Stadt und Universitätsbibliothek und 

anderer öffentlicher Sammlungen in Frankfurt am 
Main. 5 vols. Frankfurt / Main 1966–67, vol. I, 
p. 82, no 450.
49 Incunabula in Dutch Libraries. Ed.-in-chief 

gerard Van thIenen. 2 vols. Nieuwkoop 1983, 
vol. I, no 724.
50 bmc I 238.
51 Available online at bsb-Ink k-3,1.
52 cIbn b-198.
53 Cat. Gen. (online version accessed 30. 09. 

2013): «Variantes: f. a1vo bl. ; le cahier c ne com-
porte que 4 ff. au lieu de 10, les ff. c3vo et c4 étant 
bl. ; texte des ff. f2ro et f3ro intervertis).»
54 stIJnman 2012 (see note 3), p. 58.
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Conclusions
These engraved paper instruments are unique in Götz’ production, and 
he created other graphic objects that are also unusual or unique but 
 nevertheless essential for understanding his role in the first develop-
ments of color intaglio printing. The precise working of the engravings 
and the alterations to the model in Regiomontanus may indicate that 
Götz engaged a professional engraver of mathematical instruments. In 
contrast, the printing of the plates cannot be called professional, espe-
cially as intaglio printing by means of a roller press had already been known 
in southwest Germany for about a decade. Götz’ surviving engravings are 
of exceptional interest for the study of the history of copper engraving, 
 intaglio color printing, book illustration, and natural science. They once 
again make clear that the division between book illustration and engrav-
ing for single-sheet (“fine art”) prints is artificial and that students of 
the book or the print should not limit their research to either libraries or 
print rooms.

The long-term oversight of color in early modern printmaking can be 
rectified only with comparative, copy-specific analysis, and, it is hoped, 
the technical examination of early color printing inks. The emergence of 
a scholarly interest in early color printmaking and the expansion of new 
research tools, such as the digitization of collections, are enabling new 
discoveries. This may reshape the understanding of color in early modern 
printmaking, and it will almost certainly include the identification of 
 other very early color prints. Despite the progress made in digitization, 
the necessarily experimental nature of book and print production in the 
first generations after Gutenberg means that they, like this quadrant and 
volvelle, can only be understood through both personal examination and 
reference to bibliographical, art historical, and technological research.
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Appendix 1 
Extant Copies of the Buch von der Astronomie 44

Place Shelfmark State of Volume Quadrant Volvelle 

Basel, UB Kk vi i i  13 Complete Black Black base plate, dials lacking 

SBB-pK 8o Complete Black;  Black base plate; dials lacking 

(Voull (B) 833, 10)45 Inc. 833.10  lacking thread (replaced with facsimiles 

    of those in the Munich copy) 

Cambridge (UK) UL Inc.5.a.4.9 Complete Black;  Black base plate,  

(sold 1858 by the [514]  blue thread black dials; 

BSB as a duplicate;    blue thread 

Oates 596)46 

Cologne, UUSB aD + BL 139 Incomplete;  Lacking Lacking 

  fols. 44–6 lacking 47 

Dessau, LB Georg 866 1 Incomplete; fol. 4r Red;  Red base plate, 

  is not printed lacking thread dials lacking

Frankfurt / Main, UB Flugschr. Fragment: calendar Lacking Lacking 

(OhlySack 450)48 g. Fr. i , 165 (fols. 1–26)

The Hague, M Meer 150 C 014 Fragment: book on Lacking Lacking 

manno (iDL 724)49  astronomy (fols. 55–71)

BL (BMC i  238)50 ia .3810 Fragment: calendar Black;  Black base plate,  

(fols. 27–54)   lacking thread black lower dial,  

    gray thread

BSB (BSBInk K3,1)51 Rar. 314 Complete Red;  Red base plate, black 

   lacking thread dials; red thread 

Bnf (CiBnB198) 52 Rés. g.  1156 Fragment 53 Lacking Lacking

Appendix 2 
A Short-Title List of Incunabula  

Illustrated with Engravings

The istc and Gw were checked for books illustrated with engravings  
with the keywords “copper*”, “engrav*” and »Kupfer*«, respectively. The 
impressa elucidate which printers / publishers attempted or specialised 
in intaglio book illustrations (i.e., Georg Reyser was the first to master 
the integration of engravings in texts) and show that German printers 
introduced them to Italy.54

1. Lazarus Beham: Hie fahet an eyn buech von der astronomien.  [Cologne: 
Nicolaus Götz, (c. 1476) ]. Gw 3766, istc ib00296700. 2 engravings print-
ed on pages conjugate with text. In the copies in Dessau,  London, and 
Munich, the engravings are printed in red or red and black.

2. Giovanni Boccaccio: De casibus virorum illustrium (De la ruine 
des nobles hommes et femmes). Bruges: Colard Mansion, 1476. Gw 4432, 
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istc ib00711000. 3 to 9 engravings. istc: “3 copies are known with 
 copper engravings printed on the same leaves as the letterpress, and 
3 more have engravings pasted-in.”

3. Antonio Bettini da siena: Monte santo di Dio. Florence: Niccollò 
di Lorenzo (Nicolaus Laurentii), 1477. Gw 2204, istc ia00886000. Up to 
3 engravings, usually printed on the same page as text and occasionally 
on separate sheets pasted into the text.

4. Claudius Ptolemeus: Cosmographia. Bologna: Dominicus de 
 Lapis, 1462 (= 1477). Gw m36362, istc ip01082000. 26 engraved maps 
printed on separate sheets that were bound with the text.

5. Claudius Ptolemeus: Cosmographia. Rome: Arnold Buckinck, 
1478. Gw m36368, istc ip01083000. 27 engraved maps printed on sepa-
rate sheets (under the supervision of Konrad Sweynheym) that were 
bound with the text. 

6. Fra Pacifico de Novara (Pacificus Novariensis): Sommola 
di pacifica coscienza (Sumula de pacifica conscientia). Milan: Filippus de 
 Lavagnia, 1479. Gw m29037, istc ip00001000. 3 engravings printed on 
separate sheets that were bound with the text. istc: “The book also 
 contains, outside the collation, three copper-plates printed on separate 
half-sheets of specially thin quarto paper.”

7. Breviarium Herbipolense. Würzburg: Stephan Dold, Georg Reyser, 
 Johann Beckenhub, 1479. Gw 5356, istc ib01162400. 1 engraving printed 
with the text.

8. Missale Messanense secundum consuetudinem Gallicorum (Messina). 
Messina: Henricus Alding, 31 May 1480. Gw m24535, istc im00673200. 
1 engraving (no details given); Gw: »1 Kupferstich«.

9. Dante AliGhieri: La Comedia. Ed. Christoforo Landino. 
Florence: Niccollò di Lorenzo (Nicolaus Laurentii), 1481. Gw 7966, istc 
id00029000. 1 to 20 engravings (including two impressions of the same 
engraving). Some were printed on the same page as the text, underneath 
the text, or in the text, but most were printed on separate sheets and 
 pasted onto the pages of text.

10. Missale Herbipolense. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1481. Gw m24419, 
istc im00663900. 2 engravings in black only. As text is printed in red 
and black but the engravings are known only in black, the description of 
»2 Kupferstiche Rotdr.« on the Gw website may be a mistranscription 
of the Gw card catalogue, p. 1: »2 Kupferstiche. Noten. schwarz und rot 
gedruckt«.

11. Missale Moguntinum. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1482. Gw m24571, 
istc im00673600. 1 engraving printed with the text.

12. Agenda Herbipolensis. Ed. Rudolph ii von ScherenberG. 
Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1482. Gw 463, istc ia00161000. 1 engraving 
printed with the text.

13. Claudius Ptolemaeus: Geographia di Francesco Berlinghieri. 
Florence: Niccollò di Lorenzo (Nicolaus Laurentii), 1482. Gw 3870, istc 
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ib00342000. 31 engravings printed on separate sheets that were bound 
with the text.

14. Breviarium Eystettense. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1483. Gw 5339, 
istc ib01161000. 1 engraving printed with the text.

15. Missale Herbipolense. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1484. Gw m24422, 
istc im00664000. 2 engravings printed with the text.

16. Breviarium Herbipolense. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, c. 1485. Gw 5358, 
istc ib01162450. 1 engraving printed on a separate sheet that was bound 
with the text.

17. Missale Eystettense (Eichstätt). Eichstätt: Michael Reyser [not before 
1486]. Gw m24373, istc im00659300. 2 engravings. Munich, Inkunabel-
katalog: »Kupferstiche von den Monogrammisten wh (Wappen) und aG 
(Kanon [Kanon mit Kupferstich nicht vorhanden] )«; Gw: »Kupferstiche«.

18. Bernhard von Breydenbach: Des sainctes peregrinationes de 
iherusalem (Peregrinatio in terram sanctam). Lyon: Michel Topié, Jacques 
Heremberck, 1488. Gw 5080, istc ib01192000. 1 map and 7 engravings. 
Hofer (see note 3) p. 225: “[The engravings] are not printed on the same 
page as the text, but are pasted together in sections.”

19. Obsequiale Eystettense. Eichstätt: Michael Reyser, 1488. Gw m27388, 
istc io00003500. 1 engraving printed with the text.

20. Hans Schmuttermayer: Fialenbüchlein. Nuremberg: Georg 
Stuchs, 1489. Gw m40870, istc is00319900. 2 engravings.

21. Claudius Ptolemaeus: Cosmographia. Rome: Petrus de Turre, 
1490. Gw m36372, istc ip01086000. 27 engraved maps printed on sepa-
rate sheets that were bound with the text.

22. Missale Herbipolense. Würzburg: Georg Reyser, 1491. Gw m24426, 
istc im00664500. 2 engravings printed with the text.

23. Domenico Benivieni: Scala della vita spirituale sopra il nome di 
Maria. [Florence: Bartolommeo di Libri, c. 1495]. Gw 3848, istc 
ib00326000. 1 engraving.

24. Girolamo Savonarola: Compendio di revelatione. Florence: 
Francesco Bonaccorsi, 1495. Gw m40360 / m40361, istc is00179000. 
1 engraving. istc: “An inserted engraving was designed to complete the 
book.”

25. Girolamo savonarola: Compendium revelationum. Florence: 
Francesco Bonaccorsi, 1495. Gw m40356, istc is00177000. 1 engraving.
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